Big EDM brings you the Sounds of Tomorrow, Today.

This expansive pack pushes the boundaries of space and time. Splitting the wind at the speed of
sound transporting state of the art pumps, swirls, builds, and the catastrophic sounds of supernova
style drop. Also included are powerful heart grasping melodies that dwindle down in a bubble of
fading synth leads giving you an experience you not only hear but feel.

Providing just enough time for you to strap in and prepare for propulsion with ultra sharp precision in
your groove. Bring it up, bubble it up, and rev up the awaiting build that projects your next lead up
and over the scale soaring to new heights. Uncharted frequencies off thumping bass, punchy kicks
and glorious tones you never knew existed will be delighting you and your audience. Are you ready to
explore the uncharted realm of exploratory futuristic sounds? Then clear some space as you
transcend. Out with the old and in with the new. Big EDM, Sounds of Tomorrow Pack. Available today.

The fine print: Here at W. A. Production we adhere to a strict standard of quality.

We spend time behind the board with our hands-on and our ears open accepting only the best of the
best. Our producers are affluent in the EDM scene and are at the forefront of creation. We won't put
our name on just anything. This ensures you that there are no regurgitated sounds of yesterday.

We want to be the leader, we want your mix to lead. We stay one step ahead of the game and offer
these sounds to you so that you can pioneer the forefront of audio production.

You expect the best and so do we. Buy our packs with confidence and knowing that you'll get the
latest and most innovative sounds with the utmost respect for audio production quality.

This pack contains over 300 sounds, samples, and loops.
- 20 Spire Presets;
- 20 Sylenth1 Presets;
- 20 Serum Presets;
- 92 Synth Loops, Break Loops and Drop Loops;
- 32 Synth Leads, Bass, and One Hits;
- 49 Effects that include Impacts, Risers, and Sweeps;
- 10 Claps;
- 19 Cymbals, Crash, Hi-Hats, and Rides;
- 8 Kick Drums;
- 15 Snares;

- 16 Toms;
- 30 Drum Loops;
- 29 Long & Short Fills;
- 6 Vocal Lines;
- 100% Royalty Free.

Synth Presets Compatibility:
* Please Use Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer v1.1.14 or later versions;
* Please Use Xfer Serum v1.214 or later versions;
* Please Use Sylenth Versions 2.2, 2.21Beta & 3.04 Or Higher;
* Please Note: Keep your software legal and up-to-date to avoid any issues when loading your new
presets.

